Abstract Social media have transformed the traditional marketing communication, resulting in companies evolving their customer approach and integrating social media into their marketing strategies. Although numerous examples of using social media platforms for marketing purposes exist, and despite the various efforts from the companies and the general popularity of the medium, measuring the effectiveness is elusive. An approach towards overcoming these challenges is examination of the activities undertaken by the companies and the consumers' responses to them in the form of measurements and use of analysis tools. To contribute in this direction, we propose an evaluation framework that allows companies to perform social media analytics through continuous monitoring of the content and activities on their social media marketing channels, and to measure the effectiveness of social media utilization for marketing purposes. We describe the specific methods and illustrate the application of the proposed approach using a Facebook brand page case study. Finally, we discuss the benefits it brings to the companies.
Introduction
The rise of social media platforms has transformed the traditional marketing communication by placing the control in the hands of consumers who started dictating the nature, reach and context of marketing messages, simultaneously extending their effect through the shared content (Hanna et al. 2011) . Recognizing the potentials of this transformation, companies have responded by embracing the newly established patterns of many-to-many communication on platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. (Berthon et al. 2007 ), thus establishing an additional marketing channel generally known as social media marketing (SMM).
Social media marketing (SMM), a form of online wordof-mouth (WOM) marketing, but also known as viral marketing, refers to marketing techniques whose goal is creation and transmission of persuasive marketing messages which are designed to be spread online and stimulate the consumers to talk positively about the brand, company, or specific products and services (Kirby and Marsden 2006) . In addition, utilization of social media platforms for marketing purposes offers the possibility for product development, by involving consumers in the design process, and for market intelligence, by observing and analyzing the user-generated content (UGC) (Richter et al. 2011) .
With the growing number of users and activities on social media platforms, the number of companies integrating SMM into their marketing campaigns is also increasing. According to a recent market study (Stelzner 2012) , 94 % of the companies employ at least one social media platform for marketing purposes, while 83 % consider SMM as an important endeavor for their businesses. Still, mere presence on social media platforms was found to be insufficient for achieving SMM success (Parent et al. 2011) .
Today, on account of the newness and lack of understanding of SMM, companies experiment with many different forms of interaction (Coon 2010) , sometimes with great success, e.g. the Christmas ad campaign by Nutella showed that marketing efforts on social media can outperform the traditional campaigns, resulting in greater sales (Simply Zesty 2012) . Moreover, Toyota showed that even when the brand's reputation is threatened by external factors, appropriate social media approach might help the company gain new supporters (Wasserman 2011) . By contrast, Wal-Mart's initial attempt to establish presence on social media failed due to an inappropriate communication tone, focusing on marketing messages instead on social interaction, and preventing fans to join discussion threads (Wilson 2007) . These examples indicate that although many brand pages have already been created, how these pages are being used, what their potential is and how consumers interact, remains largely unknown (Richter et al. 2011) .
Existing examples of marketing efforts on social media platforms and activities undertaken on these platforms by the companies, as well as the customer's responses to these activities, are of high interest to the SMM practitioners and therefore subject to close examination in the form of measurements and use of analysis tools . As an outcome, many social media strategies have been proposed which recommend the ''best practices'' for social media brand presence. Still, looking at the proposed strategies, great diversity can be observed. For example, in terms of posting frequency, some practitioners suggest finding the optimal frequency, without proposing a specific method to be used (Walter 2011) , while others provide more specific answers but with large variations, e.g. from posting ''three times per hour'' (Constine 2012) to ''once every other day'' (Zarrella 2011) . These variations are due to the lack of rigor of the conducted studies which are mostly based on descriptive statistics and rarely provide information regarding the used dataset, thus neglecting potential influential factors such as the industry domain, demographics, etc. Therefore, a structured academic analysis in the field of social media marketing, based on empirical studies, is still outstanding (Richter et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2012) .
Despite the various efforts from the companies and the general popularity of the medium, measuring the effectiveness is elusive (Larson and Watson 2011) . Some small cases have been reported, such as the Houston bakery chain that increased customer frequency in their stores thanks to their carefully managed Facebook advertising campaigns (Dholakia and Durham 2010) , and an experiment regarding the effectiveness of company-driven WOM communication showed that this can increase sales (Godes and Mayzlin 2004) . The observed situation is partially due to the absence of clear objectives and goals which would define the measures and methods to be used, as well as the concept of success .
Aforementioned challenges can be summarized under the following three problem domains:
• Lack of understanding of the communication medium, • Lack of social media strategies, and • Lack of methods for effectiveness evaluation.
To contribute in the direction of overcoming these challenges, we propose an evaluation framework that allows companies to set up and then perform monitoring of the content and activities on their SMM channels. This framework would increase the understanding of the way consumers engage with brands on social media platforms. Based on the obtained insights, implications for practitioners can be derived, which could further be used for creation of SMM strategies. In addition, continuous measurement based on utilization of the proposed methods for data analysis can be used for evaluation of the effectiveness of actions undertaken by the companies. This applies in particular to those actions undertaken with a goal of increasing the volume of WOM communication, i.e. creation and sharing of marketing messages. In turn, utilization of the proposed framework would enable early problem detection and possibility for timely reaction in form of strategy adaptation in accordance with the specific characteristics of their brand communities, leading towards greater level of engagement and ultimately increase in sales.
We illustrate the application of the proposed approach through a case study and discuss the benefits it could bring to the companies, in particular to those with large number of users and activities on their SMM channels where manual analysis would not be feasible.
Related work
The discussion provided in the previous section indicates that although numerous examples of social media utilization for marketing purposes exist, there are still many challenges faced upon practitioners willing to incorporate this new communication channel into their marketing strategies. One approach towards overcoming these challenges is to understand the underlying components and principles of SMM.
The foundations of SMM are laid on creation of brand communities on social media platforms with a goal of engaging the consumers in brand-related communication, which results in UGC and WOM communication. To provide theoretical background for the work presented in this paper, we begin by introducing these two underlying concepts and provide a brief summary of the existing studies in the relevant research streams. We then continue with a more detailed examination of the previous work in the field of SMM in order to identify the relevant questions and domains of interest which are further used as a basis for the proposed framework.
Social networks and brand communities
An SN can be defined as ''web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system'' (Boyd and Ellison 2008) . While the first SN, SixDegrees.com, was launched in 1997, the real expansion started in 2003 with LinkedIn, MySpace, Flickr, etc., many of which are still in use today. The major leap happened with Facebook in early 2004 (Cassidy 2006 . Facebook differed from previous SNs by preventing public access to the user profile pages. Instead, a friend request confirmation was needed to grant reciprocal access to personal data. At the time of writing, Facebook is the largest SN with more than 1 billion active users (Facebook 2012b ). With such large numbers of users and a documented loss of consumer trust in traditional advertising (Clemons et al. 2007) , it is no wonder that SNs have attracted the attention of advertisers, brand owners and retailers, with predictions of 3.93 billion USD spent for advertising on SNs in 2012 (eMarketer 2011).
SNs represent a natural technological platform for marketing, providing access to large number of users, grouped in communities and based on a structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand, i.e., a brand community (Muniz and O'Guinn 2001) . According to McAlexander et al. (2002) , brand community participation results in a positive effect on consumers' attitude and attachment to the brand and the company. Furthermore, Ulusu (2010) argues that (1) community members are interested in receiving brand announcements, (2) they feel part of the communities they joined, (3) accept the friendship requests from the companies, and (4) value friends' opinions about a brand. Rich body of research on brand communities already exists varying from communities focused around luxury goods (Muniz and O'Guinn 2001) to convenience products (Cova and Pace 2006) . Still, due to the market-place transformation caused by social media platforms, Marketing Science Institute (2008) suggests reassessment of the existing approaches, in order to appropriately address the newly faced challenges.
Similarly, previous work in the field of SNs and Facebook in particular has already addressed many issues such as the underlying network structure (Caci et al. 2012) , users (Bhattacharyya et al. 2011; Hargittai 2007; Karl et al. 2010 ) and usage patterns (Golder et al. 2007; Lampe et al. 2006) , motivations for participation (Joinson 2008; Raacke and Bonds-Raacke 2008) , identity management (Labrecque et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2008) , social interactions (Kostakos and Venkatanathan 2010; Nazir et al. 2008) , and privacy (Debatin et al. 2009; Krasnova et al. 2009 ). In addition, specific usage contexts were analyzed, such as utilization of SNs in academia (Ferri et al. 2012) , politics (Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012), etc. However, when it comes to the usage of SNs in the context of companies the work is still in its infancy, though SNs can be used for: (1) recruiting and professional career development, (2) relationship facilitation in distributed work contexts, and (3) businessto-customer (B2C) interactions (Richter et al. 2011) . Of those, this paper focuses on the B2C interactions, enclosed within the concept of SMM.
Social media marketing
Social media marketing (SMM) can be seen as a hybrid element of the marketing mix which supports two forms of promotion: (1) traditional marketing promotion, as a part of the integrated marketing communications, which refers to the communication driven by the companies, and (2) social promotion, which is driven by the consumers and as such is unique for social media platforms (Mangold and Faulds 2009) . The second component of the above definition is adopted by most of the scholars, referring to SMM as a utilization of the existing social media platforms for increasing the brand awareness among consumers on online platforms through utilization of the WOM principles (Drury 2008; Ma et al. 2008) .
The main difference between marketing on social media platforms and traditional marketing approach is that social media cannot be controlled by strategies focused only on the content, frequency, timing, and medium of communications (Mangold and Faulds 2009 ). Involvement of consumers on these platforms imposes challenges to traditional marketing practices, resulting in companies experimenting with different approaches and learning from their trial-anderror experiences (Coon 2010) . In an attempt to gain greater understanding of this new communication channel, scholars have undertaken the approach of identifying the challenges and opportunities of social media utilization (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010) . These studies revealed practices which could lead to failure and to the risk of destroying company's credibility (Fournier and Avery 2011) such as aggressive advertising and invasion of user privacy (Bolotaeva and Cata 2010; Kaplan and Haenlein 2010) . In addition, recommendations have been given that companies should avoid over-commercialization and favor transparency instead of trying to fully control their image (Harris and Rae 2009) . Apart from challenges, many opportunities have also been recognized, such as increasing the brand awareness through WOM communication, involving consumers in product development and conducting market intelligence (Bolotaeva and Cata 2010; Richter et al. 2011) .
Building upon insights obtained from case studies, scholars and practitioners tried to generate guidelines for effective SMM. Consensus exists that companies need to define an engagement strategy before initiating their SMM campaigns in order to approach their customers in appropriate manner which would encourage them to share their opinions and enthusiasm for the products or services promoted on these platforms (Li 2007a; Meadows-Klue 2008) . These strategies should focus on (1) understanding the conversation, (2) establishing a close relationship with the consumers, and (3) finding out which interactions, content, and features will keep users coming back (Kozinets et al. 2010; Li 2007a) . These goals could be achieved by continuous and well defined measurement, fine-tuning and optimization of the undertaken actions (Meadows-Klue 2008) .
Despite the recognized importance, evaluation of the proposed strategies is in a relatively early stage. This is partially due to the absence of clear objectives and goals which would define both, the measures to be used and the concept of effectiveness Murdough 2009) , resulting in difficulties to link the social media activities to the organizational goals (Culnan et al. 2010) . A general consensus exists that effectiveness evaluation of SMM should go beyond the traditional sales numbers by focusing on the engagement of the consumers on social media platforms (Hoffman and Fodor 2010; Murdough 2009 ). To confirm these assumptions, recently the focus of scholars turned to extending the existing marketing theories and applying empirical research on ways companies may benefit from the customer engagement. For example, Jahn and Kunz (2012) argue that providing functional, hedonic and brand-interaction value to consumers could increase the engagement on Facebook brand pages, leading towards brand commitment, WOM, loyalty and, ultimately, purchase. In addition, an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of SMM showed that a Facebook advertising campaign can increase the number of store visits and improve the brand attitude, resulting in greater emotional attachment and positive WOM (Dholakia and Durham 2010) . Still, ''these few studies only begin to touch on ways in which Facebook can be used to connect with customers' ' Wilson et al. (2012) .
In order to set the stage for developing measures for the SMM effectiveness, Larson and Watson (2011) propose a social media ecosystem framework which distinguishes between the firm-initiated and customer-initiated actions and provides a theoretical understanding of what firms and customers accomplish through social media utilization. Based on the proposed framework, few methods and measures were introduced (Krüger et al. 2012; Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012) . Yet these studies are focused on the SN Twitter and limit the analysis to the evaluation of the UGC.
To contribute in this direction, in this paper we propose an evaluation framework which allows companies to perform social media analytics through monitoring of the content and activities on their social media marketing channels, and to measure the effectiveness of their marketing efforts on Facebook. The proposed framework extends the previous academic work by providing several contributions listed in continuation:
• The framework suggests holistic approach towards social media analysis by taking in consideration the main elements of SMM: (1) users (consumers), (2) UGC, and (3) engagement in terms of content creation, but also over the existing content. It should be noted that analysis of the engagement implies not only monitoring of the UGC, but also monitoring of the content created by the company. As such, the proposed framework builds upon the concept introduced by Larson and Watson (2011) , which takes into the consideration the actions, i.e. engagement undertaken by both stakeholders-companies and consumers.
• Introduction of two additional components in the framework, i.e. users and engagement, expands the previous efforts to implement an evaluation framework for SMM which address only the analysis of UGC (e.g. Krüger et al. 2012; Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012) . In addition, the framework proposed in this paper is the first one to provide a solution and specific methods applicable to the SN Facebook.
• Each component of the proposed framework is described in details, focusing on the (1) specific data (and metadata, e.g. content creator, etc.) to be used, as well as the data source which provides the relevant data, (2) method of analysis and implementation requirements for process automation, and (3) the relevance for SMM by pointing out to elements of the SMM strategies which are influenced by the obtained results and should be adjusted accordingly. As such, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to extend the concept of social media analytics and effectiveness evaluation beyond the previously existing theoretical foundations by providing a ''hands-on'' solution which can be applied by practitioners.
• Methods proposed for data analysis overcome the limitations of existing commercial solutions for social media monitoring which provide insights into the activities on SMM platforms only by tracking numbers but do not provide results in a structured way, e.g. these solutions only collect the UGC but no additional analysis is conducted which could reveal the dominant topics of conversation in an automated manner, thus hindering the exploitation of ideas and opinions expressed by the consumers. Additionally, these solutions do not provide insights into the interconnection between the actions undertaken by the companies and the responses of the consumers beyond the descriptive statistics, thus they do not support the concept of effectiveness evaluation.
Before explaining the concept of the proposed framework, we will first provide an overview of the SMM in the context of Facebook in order to define the terminology. We will further use the Facebook terminology to provide detailed description of the methods involved in the evaluation framework.
Social media marketing on Facebook
The selection of Facebook as an underlying platform for this study was based on the reasoning that Facebook is currently the largest SN and the second most visited web page (Alexa 2012) . In addition, Facebook is considered by the companies as the most attractive social media platform to be used for marketing purposes, in particular for B2C businesses (Hubspot 2012) . This is further confirmed in a recent industry survey showing that 92 % of companies are using Facebook for their marketing communication and 72 % are planning to increase their activities on Facebook (Stelzner 2012) .
In the context of Facebook, the platform provides five marketing possibilities:
• Facebook Ads appear on the right side of the Facebook page and they resemble any other online ad that is not specific to SNs. These advertisements are relatively passive -with indicators for success relying on measures such as number of (1) impressions, i.e. how often customers look at them, and (2) clicks, i.e. how often customers interacts with them.
• In contrast, Facebook Brand Pages offer the opportunity for a more active involvement, both on the side of the brand owner as well as the customer, who can become member of a company's Facebook page anddepending on the page setup-engage in a direct communication with the company.
• Social Plugins provide the possibility to (1) log into online platforms using Facebook accounts, thus providing access to user's profile information and friends, (2) engage with any online content, without the need to leave the web page, and (3) perform targeted marketing.
• Facebook Applications provide access to a large number of users, serving the advertisement information in combination with the entertainment content, with a recent trend going into direction of providing possibility for online shopping on Facebook, i.e. F-commerce applications.
• Finally, Sponsored Stories are similar to ads such that they promote social connections with the brand. Based on the assumption that individuals are influenced by their friends, this feature provides the possibility to ''boost'' marketing messages in order to reach larger audience.
Of these, we find the Facebook brand pages the most interesting since they provide direct access to vast amounts of UGC, revealing consumers' interests, needs and opinions.
Facebook terminology
In order to define the terminology, we will describe the concepts used in this paper based on the current definitions from Facebook (Facebook 2012c) .
Although like page is the official name for all Facebook pages which are not profile pages, we will follow common practice and use the terminology brand page in order to distinguish pages operated by brand owners from those initiated by other users. The central part of the page displaying the UGC, i.e. the posts, is called the wall. Each page might have one or more administrators, i.e. the moderators, who can create or delete content on the page, and more important, set the communication policy, either allowing users to post on the wall, or restricting the user interaction to responding to the posts created by the moderator in a form of comments and likes. A brand page can have any number of members, in the continuation referred to as users or fans.
Available data sources on Facebook
The first step towards evaluation is data collection. There are two available sources of data describing the activities on a Facebook brand page: (1) Facebook Insights (Facebook 2012a), and (2) Facebook Graph API (Facebook Developers 2012) .
Facebook insights
Facebook Insights is a tool provided to administrators of Facebook brand pages to enable high-level monitoring of Evaluation framework for social media brand presence 1329 the activities on the page. It provides aggregated information on users, such as demographics (gender, age, language, etc.) and number of fans, as well as some details on the interaction on the page in terms of consumption and creation of the content. Data collected through the Facebook Insights tool allows analysis of the target audience characteristics. While the demographics data is useful (and it cannot be obtained from another source), the interaction data provided by the Facebook Insights tool might be inaccurate. For example, the number of post views is defined as a number of times people have viewed a story in the news feed, though this can only be counted as the number of times the post appeared on someone's profile wall and there is no guarantee that the post was seen or read. In addition, the features of Facebook Insights are controlled by Facebook. A change in policy could mean that a metric that was considered important by the company is no longer available. Finally, the Facebook dataset has shown gaps and errors visible in the Facebook Insights tool. Still, many of the shortcomings of the Facebook Insights tool can be worked around by using the Facebook Graph API described below.
Facebook Graph API
Facebook Graph API provides access to the interaction data via a uniform representation of the objects in the Facebook social graph (e.g., people, pages, etc.) and the connections between them. Upon a query, the data can be returned as a Page object containing connections such as Feed, Posts, Photos, etc. A Feed connection represents a list of all Post objects shared on the wall with the following relevant information: (1) post content, (2) post media type, (3) posting user, (4) likes, (5) comments, (6) application used for posting, (7) creation time, and (8) time of last interaction. The interaction with the API is well documented at the dedicated page on the Facebook Developers site and will not be elaborated here further.
This rich data can be gathered for the wall postings of all brand pages, i.e. the company's own brand page, as well as competitor or related brand pages. In addition to this publicly available data, it should be noted that Facebook has recently offered the possibility to access the Insights data utilizing the Facebook Graph API, with administrator privileges. To companies with brand pages, this offers the possibility for automatic integration of the data from both sources for their own brand page. To guarantee the accuracy, we recommend the collection of the data to be performed on a daily basis, to ensure independence from potentially changing Facebook policies.
Based on the provided terminology, in the following section we describe the concept of evaluation framework for social media brand presence and provide detailed description of the methods for each of the framework components.
Evaluation framework FOR social media brand presence
In this section we explain the concept and the methods of the evaluation framework for social media brand presence. We argue that a well defined evaluation framework is needed for utilizing SNs as a platform for SMM. As a support for our statement we use the following arguments:
• Due to the great diversity of different communities, there are no guidelines that could be set up in advance to guarantee the success in utilizing social media for marketing purposes (Coon 2010; Fidgeon 2011 ). This statement indicates that accepting existing solutions and guidelines which were found to yield success on some SMM platforms, does not necessarily lead towards the same positive outcome. Thus, individual and continuous evaluation is needed for each brand community.
• Implementing an evaluation phase with strategic control is a necessary component during the operational phase of a brand page . This phase should be based on continuous analysis, on a level deeper than simple tracking of the number of fans and posts. In turn, obtained results could be used to adjust the company's SMM strategy, targeting the communication and posting policy, defining or altering the used metrics, or for larger strategic or organizational aspects of the management of a social media channel used for marketing purposes (Dubach Spiegler 2011).
To justify the selection of the framework components we summarize the findings and recommendations from the previous work in the field relevant for social media analytics and evaluation of the marketing efforts:
• Building an engagement plan as a part of the social media strategy should start by focusing on the ongoing conversation (Li 2007a) . It should be taken in consideration that the communication on social media platforms is affected by the type of offered product or service. Therefore, the first step towards understanding the conversation should be classification of different types of content (Kozinets et al. 2010 ).
• The next step for creation of the engagement plan is finding out which interactions, content, and features will keep users coming back (De Vries et al. 2012; Li 2007a ). In addition, previous findings showed that daily users exhibit significantly more interest in brand profiles (Li 2007b) , and that triggering the user interaction could result in optimization of the marketing investment (Sterne 2010) . Thus, understanding the effect of the actions undertaken by the moderators on SMM platforms should be included in the evaluation process.
• In the domain of Facebook as a platform for SMM there
are still many open questions on how different companies could fit in with and adhere to the unwritten rules of engagement (Richter et al. 2011) . As a result, companies are trying to define their social media strategies based on the insights from existing examples, but also based on their own trial-and-error experiences (Coon 2010) . To avoid mistakes, benchmarking to similar brand pages, competitors or best players could bring valuable insights.
• The final aspect to be investigated while performing the social media analytics derives from the core element of SNs-the users. The value of the evaluation of user characteristics over SMM channels has already been recognized (Fidgeon 2011; Li 2007b; Parent et al. 2011) as an important component for optimization of the social media utilization for marketing purposes.
Based on the presented reasoning we propose the following components of the evaluation framework:
• User analysis Who are the users and what are their characteristics? The answers to these questions contribute to the social media policy regarding the content and the tone of the conversation. Furthermore, since participation is the main element of SNs, categorization of the users according to their participation level and understanding the differences between the participation categories could help companies increase the overall level of engagement on their social media channels (Li 2007b; Parent et al. 2011 ).
• User-generated content analysis Listening to the conversation contributes in direction of understanding the topics that attract the attention of a large fraction of users, thus providing direct insights into the customer's intentions, opinions, and perception of a given brand, product or feature. As such they support the objectives of market intelligence and product development (Richter et al. 2011 ). In addition, monitoring general trends enables brand image monitoring and buzz listening (Goorha and Ungar 2010; Kasper and Kett 2011; Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan 2012) .
• Engagement analysis Analysis of the actions undertaken by the moderators on social media brand channels was already identified as an important step towards building an engagement plan which should reveal the actions that cause the greatest level of interaction (De Vries et al. 2012; Li 2007b) . Obtained insights could help companies increase the level of engagement, which in turn could result in optimization of the marketing investment (Sterne 2010) by increasing the loyalty (Jahn and Kunz 2012), WOM communication (McAlexander et al. 2002) and brand awareness (Godes and Mayzlin 2004; Hoffman and Fodor 2010; Keller 2007 ).
• Benchmarking Benchmarking against competitors was identified as a required step in both, the preparation and the evaluation of the company's media presence. As such it plays an important role in the process of planning the company's strategy for SMM . In addition, in absence of proven strategies and guidelines, learning from existing practices provides the possibility to avoid errors, but also to define goals in terms of KPI values to be reached.
The full image of the proposed framework is presented on Fig. 1 .
In the continuation we will describe each component of the proposed framework, focusing on the (1) data source, (2) method of analysis, and (3) relevance for SMM, by pointing out to the elements of SMM strategies which are influenced by the obtained results.
User analysis
Analysis of the users on Facebook brand pages should focus on three elements: (1) demographics of the users, (2) categorization, and (3) interactions between the users. Details of each step are provided in continuation.
Demographics
Analysis of the demographics data of the brand community members provides a possibility to gain general understanding of the target audience. Details of the proposed evaluation step are elaborated in continuation.
Data source Collecting demographics data on Facebook is one of the greatest challenges. Due to the existing privacy policies, only a limited amount of user details is available through the Graph API. In addition, demographics data provided through the Graph API is available only for the active fans, which can be identified from the undertaken actions, i.e. created post, comment or like. At the same time, demographics of inactive fans will remain unknown. Publicly available user data on Facebook contains: (1) name, (2) gender, and (3) the language in which the Facebook page is displayed to the user, as a rough estimate of the native language.
In turn, Facebook Insights offers the demographics data in an aggregated format, allowing access to (1) gender and age distribution, (2) language, and (3) geographical distribution, i.e. cities and countries for the whole community. As such, Facebook Insights does not provide information regarding the specific characteristics of individual fans. Thus combining both sources would enable better understanding of the brand community by making a distinction between the demographics of the active fans and those that do not engage on the brand page, i.e. the lurkers.
Method Analysis of the demographics data should be based on utilization of descriptive statistics, which can provide insights into the target audience on a Facebook brand page. This approach reveals the portions of the brand community which belong to different demographic categories. In addition, t test should be applied to determine if there are significant differences between the obtained proportions.
A system that performs continuous monitoring of demographic data would provide the possibility for the companies to track the changes in the demographics and undertake appropriate actions. This functionality is already provided by Facebook Insights platform but only for the aggregated data. To integrate the data from both sources, an information system should be designed which would provide the following functionalities:
• Automatic import of the Facebook Insights data, into a designated database on a regular (daily) basis, and • Collection and storage of demographic data provided through the Graph API for each active fan which engaged on the brand page by posting, commenting or liking.
Relevance for social media marketing Demographic numbers could be accepted by the company as a reflection of the brand's demographics. It should be taken in consideration that these numbers might be biased by the overall demographics distribution of the underlying platform. In turn, a more appropriate approach to these values would be to use them for adjustment of the conversation 
User categorization
As already mentioned, users have several options for interaction on brand pages: they might post content, comment or like an existing post. Based on this reasoning in the context of Facebook, users could be divided into the following categories:
• Lurkers-the category known in academic literature as inactive fans who participate in the community but do not undertake any action (Nonnecke and Preece 2000a), • Posters-fans that contribute by creating posts on the wall of the brand page, • Commenters-respond to existing posts with a comment, and • Likers-indicate interest in an existing post by pressing the ''Like'' button.
The benefits of utilizing the proposed categorization for the companies are discussed in continuation.
Data source The data available from Graph API provides the possibility to identify different categories of active users and measure their contributions over time. This can be achieved by recording every undertaken action on the brand page by accessing the list of Posts created on the page. For the analysis performed in this evaluation step, of interest is the posting fan. In addition, to obtain a list of all Commenters and Likers, for each of the obtained Posts two additional sub-queries should be issued which provide access to the list of Comments and Likes made over the post.
Method Categorization of the users is based on a theory extension. As such, the analysis which companies should perform to track the changes in the level of participation in each of the proposed categories is based on applying the principles of descriptive statistics which reveal the portions of the brand community belonging to different user categories. In addition, applying a t-test would determine existence of significant differences between the obtained proportions.
A system that provides continuous monitoring of interaction data would provide the possibility for the companies to track the changes in the distribution of fans over categories and undertake appropriate actions. This can be achieved by implementing automatic collection of the content from the brand page as described above. Each of the obtained objects, i.e. posts, comments and likes, should be stored into database into separate tables to enable further distinction of the fans based on the undertaken action. A simple logic based on database queries should further be implemented to enable automatic categorization.
Relevance for social media marketing User categorization is of interest to the companies in order to understand how their customers use the social media platforms. Based on the obtained insights, appropriate strategies for proactive moderation could be developed . This is in particular important since different interaction patterns result in different forms of UGC: while posting and sharing generate a story in the news feed of the user's friends and on his profile page, thus supporting the goal of viral marketing by extending the reach of the marketing message, liking and commenting result in a trace which appears only as a short notification in the friends' ticker.
While the actions of the fans that interact with the page can be constantly monitored, activities of lurkers remain unknown. Even though lurkers make up the majority of the members, automatic measurement of their exposure to the brand is difficult since they take no action online; they might be reading every post, glancing at them occasionally or never see any of them, all without leaving measurable traces. This is one of the reasons why just measuring the raw number of users on a brand page is considered insufficient in understanding the online activities of the users. Still, findings show that daily users exhibit significantly more interest in brand profiles (Li 2007b ). Therefore, improving the level of user's activity is a worthy goal that could be achieved by encouraging posters and preventing aggressive and mocking comments (Nonnecke and Preece 2000b) .
In addition, the proposed approach provides the possibility to identify the ''superfans''. Companies need to devise a plan to address these fans directly, since these are the most enthusiastic members of the brand communities that initiate the marketing communication themselves, leading towards achievement of the WOM objectives (Harris and Rae 2009).
Interaction analysis
Additional insights into the user activities could be obtained from the perspective of social network analysis (SNA). This approach would enable understanding of the brand community structure by shaping a network of interactions between the moderator and the users. In addition, interaction analysis provides knowledge about the brand community evolution over time and potential dependency from the community size.
Data source User categorization proposed in the previous section is based on the patterns of undertaken actions, i.e. posting, commenting and liking. Thus, to perform the interaction analysis, the same data should be used.
Method The method proposed for this evaluation step is Dynamic SNA (DSNA) which provides the possibility for temporal visualization of the network structure and measures, i.e. visualization of the network evolution over time. To describe the characteristics of the interaction network, the following measures form the SNA theory (Wasserman and Faust 1994) should be applied:
• Betweenness centrality, as a measure of node's centrality, determined by the number of shortest paths between other nodes it belongs to, indicating node's importance to the network, and • Degree centrality as a number of ties a node has, indicating the level of interaction the node has with other nodes from the network.
When applied to the network as a whole, these measures are commonly referred to as network centrality or centralization. Network centrality quantifies the tendency of a single point to be more central than other points in the network (Freeman 1979 ). As such, it is measured by the differences between the centrality values of the most central node and those of all other nodes, thus quantifying the variations among individual nodes. The closer the value is to zero, more uniform the users' behavior is. Finally, an additional measure used for characterization of the interaction network is:
• Group density, i.e. the proportion of existing ties between nodes relative to the maximal possible number of ties in the network. The higher density (closer to 1), indicates existence of larger number of ties, thus also a greater degree of interaction among the fans.
To create the interaction network, fans should be used as network nodes, while commenting and liking activities as network ties. Posting activity should not be taken in consideration since in the format provided by the Graph API all posts created by the users are addressed to the moderator, thus the resulting network has a perfect star shape and as such provides no insights.
Automation of the proposed methods would provide the possibility for real-time monitoring and timely reaction. This could be achieved by implementing a module for automatic data collection which should be integrated with an existing DSNA tool in order to enable interaction analysis on regular time intervals. A simple database query could extract the network structure and feed it to the DSNA tool.
Relevance for social media marketing The proposed analysis provides knowledge about the structural characteristics of the brand communities on Facebook, their evolution over time and dependency from the community size, i.e. the total number of fans. In addition, performed measures reveal:
• Importance of individual fans to the whole network,
• The level of interaction a fan has with other members of the brand community, • Differences in interaction patterns between individual fans, and • Degree of interaction between the members of the brand community and the moderator.
Obtained insights provide the possibility to identify the critical points in the network. In addition, it provides the possibility to identify influential fans, i.e. the network hubs. Both of these groups of fans should be encouraged to engage within the brand page since: (1) if a fan who represents a critical point in the network stops engaging, the network will lose its integrity by splitting into separate non-related sub-networks. In addition, (2) hubs are very influential fans which spread the content shared on brand pages to the largest audience, thus increasing the reach of the marketing message. Therefore, moderators should undertake reactive approach towards identified critical points and hubs to encourage their further engagement in the brand community. In addition, this approach also provides the opportunity for targeted marketing.
Existing theories from sociology suggest that there is a negative correlation between the level of interaction and the community size (Simmel and Wolff 1950) . To address this issue, the proposed method provides an opportunity to identify the critical point in time when the interactions start to decline and undertake more proactive moderation in order to stimulate interactions and creation of social connections between the fans (Dubach Spiegler 2011).
User-generated content analysis
In order to successfully run a Facebook brand page as a part of the SMM approach, marketing practitioners need to understand what people share and why. In this context, listening to the conversation should be considered as a twostep process: (1) analysis of the UGC from a company's brand page, and (2) analysis of the UGC contained in a form of Facebook public posts.
Content analysis over brand pages
Analysis of the UGC from brand pages captures the following aspects of the posts created by page fans: (1) topics referred to within the posts, (2) intentions for participation, and (3) sentiment present in the content. Details of the proposed evaluation are elaborated in continuation.
Data source The data available from the Graph API provides the possibility to understand the content created by the fans on the brand pages. This can be achieved by collecting a list of Posts generated by the fans. For the analysis performed in this evaluation step, the content of the post is of interest.
Method Research in the fields of opinion mining and sentiment analysis enables automatic identification and extraction of attitudes, opinions, and sentiments from the large amounts of UGC shared on social media platforms. Still, existing techniques are challenged by the text length limitation and lack of sentence structure or the use of informal Internet language common on social media platforms which differ from the formal written language that such analysis tools are optimized for (Yassine and Hajj 2010) . To overcome these challenges, the action-object approach (Zhang and Jansen 2008) could be applied as a manual classification method, based on the Coding Development Strategy (Glaser and Strauss 1967) . The process consists of three steps:
1. Coding strategy development: A manual coding scheme is created to define the classification rules, e.g. ''brand ? mention of brand name''; ''product ? mention of product name'', etc. 2. Tagging: Using the defined coding strategy, each of the posts is assigned one or more tags to identify the key concepts in the content, e.g. ''my favorite: ok.-chocolate bar, when will there be a jumbo pack?'', would result in: 'product', 'positive affect', 'information inquiry', 'suggestion' and 'package'. It should be noted that future optimization of the existing opinion mining techniques could significantly increase the effectiveness of UGC analysis by providing the possibility to replace the manual process with an automated one. One possible approach is to begin with manual analysis and then apply the tagged dataset as a training set to a learning algorithm. Thus an information system which would integrate the data collection process and algorithms for topic extraction and sentiment analysis would speed up the evaluation and avoid the need for employing additional personnel and time for manual content analysis.
Relevance for social media marketing The proposed method provides the possibility to the companies to understand their users by learning how and why they interact on the brand pages by approaching the task from two perspectives: (1) analyzing the topics referred to within the UGC and (2) revealing the intentions for participation. In addition, to address the fear of negative publicity on social media platforms, this method enables monitoring of the volume and valence of expressed sentiment, thus providing the possibility for timely reaction.
Apart from targeting the marketing objectives by revealing the answers to the questions such as perception of the brand, specific product or feature, acceptance of a new product, existing problems and perceived competitors, this analysis opens the opportunity for product development by focusing on the posts which contain ideas for new products or services.
Moreover, UGC analysis reveals the types of content which require a response by the page moderator. In addition, analysis of the topics of conversation is of organizational importance since it reveals which different sources of information should be available to moderators to successfully run a Facebook brand page. Since the nature of social media platforms implies immediate interaction, answers could be provided in timely manner by creating a support board behind the moderator, consisted of experts, which can be contacted when a specific question is posed. Continuous analysis should be used for adjustment of board members, since the initial knowledge in this field is still limited. This approach reduces the risk of undertaking an inappropriate action and exposing the company to possible fan loss.
Furthermore, since the topics and intentions for participation in brand communities are interconnected, the topiccategory matrix can be used by practitioners as a tool that enables measurement of success of SMM utilization over time. Finally, sentiment analysis provides the possibility to avoid or minimize the negative publicity and fan loss by continuous monitoring and appropriate and timely response to negative content.
Content analysis over public posts
Content analysis over public posts provides the possibility to the companies to track the conversation outside their own brand pages. Public posts are those posts which are being shared by Facebook users on their profile walls and can be obtained only if the user privacy policy is set to public. In addition, all posts shared on any brand page are publicly available.
The method described in continuation can be used to focus on the conversation on related pages, pages of known competitors, but also on the underlying platform as a whole in a form of trend monitoring which reveals the most popular topics.
Data source Collection of public posts available through the Facebook Graph API presents one of the challenges for content analysis on Facebook due to the existing privacy policies. In addition, the Graph API does not provide the possibility to receive posts in the form of a real-time data stream. Instead, similar but limited functionality is available through the search feature, returning a list of public Posts for a given keyword. In order to collect all the public posts, a simple algorithm which performs a search, taking each ASCII character as a keyword, should be applied. The process should be repeated on regular and short intervals (15 min) to enable continuous data collection.
For the analysis performed in this evaluation step, of interest is the content contained within the created post.
Method The method proposed for content analysis of large datasets such as those obtained from Facebook public posts is term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). TF-IDF is a weighting method for topic identification based on two measures: (1) the frequency of occurrence of a term within a single document (TF), and (2) the number of documents in the corpus containing the given term (IDF) (Jones 1972) . Still, the original form of this method was found to be unsuitable for content shared on SNs due to the limited document length. To overcome this challenge, a concept of a hybrid document-containing all posts from the dataset-can be applied for the calculation of the TF component (Mathioudakis and Koudas 2010) .
Once the weighted list is created, clustering of the terms that belong to the same topic can be done by: (1) distribution-to eliminate the multiple occurrences of lexically similar n-grams with different lengths (originating from same posts), and (2) co-occurrence-to group the terms that frequently appear in same posts, assuming that they refer to the same topic.
An information system which integrates both steps: continuous data collection and topic identification can be used for continuous trend monitoring. Depending on the preferences, this system could provide the possibility to distinguish between different data sources, e.g. competitors, related pages, or public posts shared on profile walls of Facebook users.
Relevance for social media marketing Detection and analysis of trends offer valuable insights into the topics that attract the attention of a large fraction of social media users as well as into the patterns of temporal distribution of different topics. These insights enable image monitoring, market intelligence and gathering ideas for non-brand related content communicated to the consumers on SMM channels. In addition, listening to the broader conversation provides the companies with the possibility to find out who the brand advocates are and approach them directly, but also to identify opportunities to revert dissatisfied customers.
The simplest form of monitoring of conversation on social media platforms, known as ''buzz'' monitoring is already considered as a good practice in the environment where the communication is not controlled by the companies, but is lead by the consumers themselves. Trend monitoring provides greater insights compared to buzz monitoring by finding the relations between commonly mentioned words by grouping them into topic groups.
Finally, tracking the conversation outside the brand page provides the possibility for more objective brand image monitoring which is not biased by the basic concept of brand page membership, i.e. ''liking'' the brand.
Engagement analysis
Engagement analysis on brand pages should be performed in order to evaluate the effect of different actions undertaken by the page moderator over the level of consumer interaction. In the context of Facebook, there are two basic questions that correlate to the posting activity of the moderator: (1) what should a moderator post on the wall to trigger user engagement, and (2) when the content should be posted. The method to obtain the answers to these questions is described in continuation.
Data source The data available from Facebook Graph API provides the possibility to indentify the characteristics of the content shared by the page moderator on the brand page which result in highest level of user engagement. This can be achieved by collecting all Posts created by the page moderator, and looking into the number of actions undertaken by the fans over these posts.
Method In order to answer the questions which content results in the highest level of engagement, the following two steps should be performed: (1) defining categorization rules for the posts by identifying the features that distinguish different posts, and (2) defining measures for user engagement over the posts created by the moderator.
In terms of categorization, posts created by the moderator can be distinguished by the (1) post media type, and (2) enclosed content. Post media type corresponds to the action undertaken by the page moderator. Facebook brand pages offer the possibility to create: (1) status posts (text only), (2) photos, (3) links, and (4) videos. Depending on the selected action, Facebook assigns the corresponding media type to each post.
A description of the content can be done through the topics reflected in the posts. Since the classification of the posts into topics might result in too many groups, thus making the further analysis difficult, we propose generalization of the topics in a form of a topic category representation, e.g. Advertisement, Information, etc. Classification of the posts into topic categories can be performed manually, since the moderators are creating the content with a particular goal in mind. Still, for expanding the analysis over additional brand pages, automation of the topic classification would reduce the complexity of the proposed method. A simple keyword based categorization algorithm could result in increased effectiveness of the proposed method.
In addition to the content, posting time is a factor that might influence the interaction level. Since brand posts appear, and are engaged upon, on the news feeds of the fans (Maurer and Wiegmann 2011) , determining the optimal day and hour for posting, when the marketing message is most likely to be seen, could also result in increased engagement over the post.
Apart from allowing users to post, Facebook offers the possibility to comment or like the posts created on the wall. Based on this, the number of comments and likes can be used as an accurate measure for the level of engagement, as opposed to the number of daily active users and impressions provided by Facebook Insights. Further, it is important to note that the number of undertaken actions should be normalized with the number of page fans, in order to enable the possibility to compare the engagement level over longer period of time, and across brand pages which might have different community size. Finally, interaction duration can be used by page moderators as an indication for appropriate posting frequency.
In order to understand the differences in the engagement level caused by content with different characteristics, a statistical testing should be performed to quantify the level of difference in the obtained results and estimate its significance. The selection of the dependent and independent variables used for the statistical analysis should be based on the previously described reasoning: post characteristics represent the factors, while engagement measures are the outcome.
The selection of the statistical test for analysis of variance depends on the characteristics of the obtained data. Since the independent variables represent count variables, these will most likely have a Poisson distribution (Cameron and Trivedi 1998) which can be confirmed by normality testing. A Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test for one-way analysis of variance is suitable for data which does not satisfy the normality condition.
Furthermore, to identify the sources of difference, the corresponding post hoc analysis should be performed. For the Kruskal-Wallis test, an appropriate match would be the Mann-Whitney test with Holm's sequential Bonferroni correction (Holm 1979) . Finally, the effect size, i.e. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) can be calculated using the Z value from the Mann-Whitney tests (Field 2009 ).
Automation of the proposed method can be established by integrating the data collection algorithm with the algorithm capable of performing the statistical testing.
Relevance for social media marketing. Customer engagement is the new key metrics for SMM (Haven and Vittal 2008) leading to the growing popularity of concepts such as Return-on-Interactions and Return-on-Engagement. The method proposed in this evaluation component enables measurement of the engagement level on Facebook brand pages over the content created by the company. Engagement measurement is performed on a level of individual posts, and is addressed through the number of undertaken actions, i.e. likes and comments, and interaction duration. Further, the method proposes four basic factors which influence the level of engagement over posts created by the moderators: (1) post media type, (2) content category, (3) posting day, and (4) time. As such this method enables effectiveness evaluation of the actions undertaken by the company. The outcome of the proposed analysis, i.e. the list of content characteristic which result in highest level of consumer engagement, represents a direct input for planning of the posting strategy on Facebook brand pages.
Benchmarking
Since there are no established measures that would indicate a success when operating a Facebook brand page, an approach toward defining desired KPI values can be established by comparing the measured parameters with those obtained from similar brand pages. Apart from the known competitors, a company can gain additional insights by learning from the ''best practice'' examples on the underlying social media platform. Identification of the ''best players'' can be done by utilizing some of the existing platforms such as AllFacebook (2012), FanPageList (2012), etc., which provide ranking based on different criteria, such as the community size or engagement level. Based on the obtained data, a model can be derived which would enable prediction of the outcome of the undertaken actions. The details of the proposed approach are elaborated in continuation.
Data source Facebook Graph API provides the possibility for the companies to access the full interaction data of any Facebook page, thus enabling the opportunity to perform same analysis as those already described in the previous components of the proposed framework. The only information that is not fully available for benchmarking is the aggregated demographics data which are available only to the page moderators through the Facebook Insights platform.
Depending on the company's characteristics and interests, filtering criteria for similar brand pages may be applied, including, but not limited to: (1) brand characteristics, (2) product or service type, (3) region, (4) nationality, (5) target group, (6) communication policy, (7) community size, or (8) moderation style.
Method Benchmarking implies comparison of the results obtained from company's brand page to those obtained from other brand pages. As such, benchmarking can be achieved by performing the same analysis already described in previous sections over a larger dataset. Thus no further description of these methods will be presented in this section.
In addition to the methods included in the previous three components of the evaluation framework, integration of the existing marketing theories and their empirical evaluation over large dataset provides the possibility for creation of structural models which can be used to clarify the relations between the traditional marketing constructs. Structural equation modeling (SEM) allows for both, confirmatory and exploratory research. As such, this approach is suitable for the field of SMM where many questions still exist, mostly due to the differences in the marketing communication compared to traditional one-to-many promotion. The created model can further be used by the companies for prediction of the values of the relevant metrics based on the undertaken actions.
An information system capable of (1) collection of the data from multiple brand pages based on the predefined criteria, and (2) (semi)automatic structural model improvement based on the empirical evaluation and manual configuration, could provide the possibility for process automation resulting in an efficient generation of guidelines in a form of KPI values to be reached and strategies to be emulated.
Relevance for social media marketing Benchmarking against competitors and other brand pages has direct influence over the selection of the elements of the communication strategies on social media platforms used for marketing purposes. Comparison across multiple brand pages could provide insights such as:
• What is the average community growth rate across the brand pages? • … This data can serve as the basis for further investigation and a source for gathering knowledge by analyzing moderation methods from similar and related brands.
Moreover, the measures referred to within the above listed questions can be used as KPIs and their reference values to be achieved can be obtained by answering the above questions through analysis of the ''best players'' on the underlying platform. Finally, the proposed analysis could even be expanded to other Facebook page categories, for example fan pages created by celebrities, which also show remarkable results measured by the number of fans.
Statistical analysis of the obtained numbers could provide insights into the influencing factors that increase the SMM effectiveness in terms of engagement, loyalty, WOM communication and community growth. In addition, derived statistical models can enable prediction of the changes and development of the relevant metrics for SMM, such as the number of fans. Thus, the results obtained from the large scale analysis of the data, provides the possibility to prepare initial communication and posting strategies. In addition, continuous and real-time monitoring of the obtained results enables tracking of the potential changes in the community and their responses to the undertaken actions, and creates an opportunity for the companies to undertake appropriate steps to adjust the initial strategies in accordance to the specific characteristics of their brand communities.
5 Proof of concept: results of the evaluation of the ok.-brand page
To provide evaluation for the approach proposed above, we introduce the case study of the ok.-Facebook brand page, illustrated on Fig. 2 . The private-label brand ok.-was created by the Swiss company Valora in 2009 as ''good and affordable'' brand offering ''useful products and services which make everyday life more enjoyable'' (ok.-2012). The advertising slogan ''… is totally ok.-'' soon reached the younger consumers which became apparent on the company's Facebook Page. At the time of writing, the page counts 276,944 members with an ongoing and active discussion of the wall.
In addition to the available data from Facebook Insights, data collection based on the Graph API was employed from July 2010 to March 2011, and the data from the official launch of the brand page in March 2010 to July 2010 was fetched retroactively to ensure a complete data set. Over this time, 134 moderator posts were gathered (average of 0.33 posts per day). In addition, users shared 625 posts, thus making a total of 759 posts.
User analysis
The combination of the demographics data from the Facebook Insights and the interaction data collected by utilizing the Facebook Graph API provided insights into the characteristics of the users on the ok.-brand page. In the continuation, we present and discuss the results obtained by applying the described approach (Pletikosa Cvijikj and Michahelles 2012).
Demographics
User demographics were initially of key interest to the moderator team and the brand owner. Repeated inspection showed a clear and consistent base of young users, resulting with 68 % of the total fans at the end of the observed period having between 13 and 17 years. The next biggest block consisted of 18 to 24-year-olds (25 %). In terms of gender distribution, the groups were almost even, 48 % of the fans were male and 52 % female. These demographic numbers were quickly accepted by the company as a true reflection of the brand's demographics, which in turn validated the use of Facebook as an appropriate medium for communicating with the target consumers for the ok.-brand. Figure 3 illustrates the previously presented numbers.
User categorization
Measured by absolute numbers, the number of active users increased during the selected period, from 28 in March 2010, to 853 in February 2011. However, percentagewise the situation was the opposite. With the growth of the total number of fans, the percentage of active fans was reduced, from 8 to 2 % of total number of fans.
Furthermore, the level of activity measured in terms of fans distribution over classes of active users was also reduced. From initial 82 % of posters, in relation to the number of active fans, this class was reduced to 48 % at the end of the study. In turn, the percentage of commenters and likers slightly increased. From initial 0 %, at the end of the study the commenters have reached the number of 26 % of the active users, while the percentage of likers did not show large variations, ranging between 18 and 28 % of the active users. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of fans over different categories.
The observed decrease in the interaction level complies with the existing research from sociology which indicates that an increase in the size of the social network has negative effect over the interactions between individuals (Simmel and Wolff 1950) .
For visualization, lurkers were intentionally left out in this picture since on the ok.-brand page they represented 98 % of the fans at the end of the observation period, which is high compared to the 90 % predicted (Nonnecke and Preece 2000a).
Interaction analysis
To observe if the similar effect of the community size exists over the structural characteristics of the interaction network, we have applied DSNA over the selected period. Furthermore, we have divided liking and commenting activities into separate networks to see if they show different evolution over time. The results of the analysis performed over the commenting network are illustrated on Fig. 5 . Figure 5a shows that the group density exhibits initial peak in March 2010, then falls down and continues into a relatively stable phase. In contrast, both centrality measures show increases over time indicating that some fans are more active than others. Since this network includes both, fans and the moderator, we have assumed that the obtained results are biased by the moderator. For that reason, we have filtered out the comments from and to the moderator, resulting in a network structure shown on Fig. 5b . It becomes clear that without the moderator, commenting interaction between the users decreases over time.
In terms of liking, the characteristics of the interaction network are illustrated on Fig. 6 .
While there is a difference in the shape of the applied measures, on overall level results presented on Fig. 6a resemble those shows on Fig. 5a . Still, when the moderator is removed from the network the behavior of users resembles the behavior of the network in whole as illustrated on Fig. 6b . This means that while some fans frequently like the content shared by other fans, others only occasionally or never engage. This finding can be used as an indication that fans feel free to express themselves by performing the action of ''liking'' which does not expose them to possible follow-up reactions by other users.
The presented results indicate that a company should undertake more active moderation with the increase of the size of the community in order to encourage creation of relations between the fans. This might be achieved by organizing activities such as competitions, polls, discussions, etc.
User-generated content analysis

Content analysis over brand pages
As a confirmation for the validity of the method proposed in the previous section, we present and discuss the results obtained by applying the described approach over the Post topics The initial goal of the study was to understand what fans talk about on a Facebook brand page, i.e. to identify the topics of conversation. As a result, seven major topic groups were identified: (1) Product, (2) Sales, (3) Brand, (4) Competitor, (5) Facebook Contest, (6) Company, and (7) Environment. An additional benefit of the proposed approach is the possibility to understand the content with a better granularity by dividing each topic group into more specific sub-topics as presented on Fig. 7 .
For the page moderators, this analysis provided proof that the content of the ok.-Facebook brand page fulfilled the expectations by having the top three categories be product, sales, and brand. This has confirmed that consumers use the brand page for brand-related conversations, which in turn reveals (1) perception of the brand, (2) acceptance of new product, (3) most favored products and features, (4) potential problems, (5) locations with great volume of sales, and also may serve to (6) generate ideas about new products and services.
Organizationally, the topics can be used to understand which different sources of information need to be available to moderators to support them in providing a timely response to the page fans. The presented results indicate the need for following members of the moderator support board: (1) sales, (2) logistics, (3) company/brand information, (4) product information, and (5) environmental issues. Fig. 7 Posts of the ok.-Facebook brand page analyzed for semantic content revealed seven major topics, further subdivided into subtopics (*p \ 0.0001, **p \ 0.005, ***p \ 0.05). Distribution values of sub-topics is relative to the topic group Evaluation framework for social media brand presence 1341
Intentions for participation A reverse reading of the initially assigned group descriptors resulted into the discovery of the following intentions for participation: Suggestions and Requests (170 posts or 27 % of the total), Affect Expression-for a product or the brand (169, 27 %), Sharing-e.g. advice, information, need (165, 27 %), and Information Inquiry (98, 16 %). In addition, Complaints and Criticism (23, 4 %) were treated as a special form of Affect Expression which requires an action from the moderator in order to avoid negative publicity. Similarly, Gratitude (22, 4 %) and Praise (5, 1 %), were also separated since the expressed sentiment was not targeted towards a product or the brand. Figure 8 provides better visualization of this data.
In contrast to the topics, intentions on their own were not as meaningful to the moderators or as useful in understanding the users. The exceptions were the Information Inquiry and Complaints and Criticism, which require moderator action. Thus, this number can be used in resource planning.
Topic-category matrix Since topics (i.e. objects) and categories (i.e. actions) are interconnected, a matrix can be drawn up to identify dominant pairs, as illustrated in Table 1 .
Apart from Sharing (27 %), Product Requests and Suggestion (24 %) and Expressing Affect towards the Products (20 %) were found to be the most dominant topic-category combinations. Overall, these numbers confirmed that Facebook can be used as a suitable platform for SMM, since the dominant intentions, topics, and their pairings were all in line with the company's expectations for building brand awareness, gathering insights and knowledge for future steps, community involvement and engaging in dialog.
Sentiment analysis A final view on the existing data was an analysis conducted to determine how users feel about the brand or the products. This understanding was gained by categorizing the sentiments shared within the posts from the Affect Expression category identified above. The results showed that positive sentiment was shared far more often (25 % of the total posts) compared to negative (2 %). Marketing practitioners can use the sentiment analysis and topic-category frequency as a measure for successful SMM utilization over time.
Content analysis over public posts
Evaluation for the proposed approach for automatic trend monitoring over Facebook public posts will be given by summarizing the results of a study based on the described method (Pletikosa Cvijikj and Michahelles 2011c) .
The evaluation of the proposed algorithm was based on the common approach of measuring the precision and recall (Raghavan et al. 1989) . The results of ten experiments have shown the following average values: precision = 0.7139, recall = 0.5771, and F-measure = 0.4773. These values indicate that on overall level the proposed algorithm performs well.
Although the presented results apply for global trend monitoring, the same approach can be applied by the 
companies to monitor the conversation related to specific topic, brand or product. The results of such analysis would reveal the most significant sub-topics that are commonly related to the company's topic of interest, i.e. product, brand or industry branch on a more global level.
In addition, the analysis of the identified trending topics, revealed the possibility to distinguish among three different categories of trends: (1) disruptive events, (2) popular topics and (3) daily routines. These topics can be used to engage the users in a non-brand related communication on SMM channels. Finally, obtained results showed that topics which attract a lot of attention on traditional media do not necessarily become trending topics on social media platforms, providing the possibility to select the content suitable for the underlying media platform.
Engagement analysis
The results presented in this section were obtained by analyzing the effect of the moderator posts on the ok.-brand page (Pletikosa Cvijikj and Michahelles 2011b) .
Post categorization For the presented case study, the assignment of the categories to each of the posts was done manually by the company's social media manager. The assigned categories were: (1) Product Announcement, (2) Information, (3) Designed Question, (4) Questioner, (5) Competition, (6) Advertisement, and (7) Statement. These are described in details in the previously referenced paper.
In the continuation we describe the obtained results of the statistical analysis.
Post type In the used dataset only three post types were present: status, photo and link. The statistical analysis has shown that there is a significant effect of post type on all three variables, the likes ratio [H(2) = 20.24, p \ 0.0001], the comments ratio [H(2) = 21.90, p \ 0.0001] and the interaction duration [H(2) = 11.32, p = 0.0035]. As visible on Fig. 9 , photos have caused the greatest level of interaction, followed by statues and links.
Post category Significant effect of post category was also found to exist on all three variables, the likes ratio [H(6) = 34.34, p \ 0.0001], comments ratio [H(6) = 35.54, p \ 0.0001] and the interaction duration [H(6) = 17.28, p = 0.008]. Figure 10 illustrates that Advertisements and Announcements have caused the greatest level of interaction, confirming the results of the content analysis, i.e. brand page fans are interested in receiving information regarding the brand and products.
Posting weekday In terms of the effect of the posting weekday over the level of user interaction no significant effect was found to exist (p [ 0.05). An effect only occurs over the comments ratio [H(6) = 14.00, p = 0.030]. In addition, the significant difference in the comments ratio exists only between posts shared on Tuesday and Thursday (p = 0.019, r = 0.54). Still, looking at the mean values of engagement measures reveals certain differences, as illustrated on Fig. 11 . This indicates that further examination is needed.
Posting hour Similar to the posting day, the effect of the posting hour over the level of user interaction was not found to exist (p [ 0.05). Yet again differences appear in the mean values of engagement measures as visible on These results suggest that posts created in the morning and evening could increase the number of likes and comments, while those created in the morning and early afternoon result in longer interaction. Still, further examination is needed to confirm these assumptions. The presented results show that different media types and content categories cause different interaction levels and this information provides a basis for planning of the communication strategy. Furthermore, the effect over comments and likes ratios is larger compared to the effect over the interaction duration. This is related to the fact that the Facebook wall can only display a limited number of posts. Once the post is not visible the probability for interaction reduces or ends. The length of the interaction over photos is significantly longer due to the fact that all photos were posted in same album. Once the album is open, the probability of interaction with older photos increases.
In turn posting day and time were not found to be influential factors for the engagement. It should be noted that these results might be due to the fact that non-parametric statistical tests are less powerful. We plan to investigate this further in future studies.
Benchmarking
In order to compare the performance of the ok.-brand page to national and international competitors, data from an additional 14 brand pages was collected over the course of 4 months, from February 2011 to June 2011. This resulted in an additional 131,114 posts, of those 1,494 from the page moderators. The selection criteria for these pages were: (1) region (Switzerland), brand (private label and low-cost brands), category (fast-moving consumer goods), and the top-seller items (energy drinks). Table 2 illustrates the high-level characteristics of the selected brand pages.
These numbers were initially collected to validate the previously presented results of the moderator analysis for the ok.-brand page (Pletikosa Cvijikj et al. 2011) . Similarly, only the effect of the post type and category was confirmed. However, the process of post categorization revealed large differences in the moderator posts in terms of referred topics. While the ok.-page, as an emerging brand, was mostly focused on providing product related information and encouraging the interaction through designed questions, other pages did not follow the same pattern of communication. Well established brands, such as Coca-Cola or Red Bull were posting content related to the timely relevant events, such as sports events or the Royal Wedding. This had influence over the results of the post hoc analysis which differed from those obtained from the ok.-page in terms of sources of significant difference. These findings provide a confirmation of the requirement for the companies to perform continuous analysis and measurements of the activities on their brand pages since no unique guidelines can be applied to the specific characteristics of different brand page communities. Apart from the formal evaluation, previously presented numbers were also used by the moderator team to gain a general understanding of the brand pages and possible comparison measures. Some sample insights were:
• The range of number of fans varies greatly, revealing that this is not an appropriate measure for comparison unless careful selection of brand pages has been done, e.g. ok.-brand is a regional brand, while Coca-Cola is international brand. More appropriate measure could be the normalized value, i.e. the fans growth rate.
• In terms of user categories, it can be seen that in all cases the number of posters is far below 10 % as reported in previous studies. Interesting observation is that the larger the total number of fans, the smaller the group of posters becomes. This pattern was also observed on the ok.-page by tracking the user categories distribution over time as illustrated on Fig. 4 .
• As a measure of loyalty, the number of returning posters can be used. In most cases similar pattern can be seen as with the number of posters. These relations should further be investigated.
The ongoing nature of the moderation tasks that a Facebook brand page brings with it, and the related learning that occurs over time, are the main features of successfully moderating a Facebook brand page.
Summary and conclusions
Formulating objectives and providing information systems to measure the relevant metrics is necessary for controlling the marketing efforts on social media platforms. To address this issue, we have proposed an evaluation framework which enables companies to perform social media analytics, through continuous monitoring of the content and activities on their SMM channels, and to measure the effectiveness of their marketing efforts on Facebook. The proposed framework is consisted of four components: (1) User analysis, (2) UGC analysis, (3) Engagement analysis, and (4) Benchmarking. A detailed description of each component was provided, revealing the (1) data source to be used, (2) method of analysis and implementation requirements for process automation, and (3) the relevance for SMM, by pointing out to the elements of SMM strategies which are influenced by the obtained results and should be adjusted accordingly.
Continuous utilization of the proposed framework could enable early problem detection and reaction from the companies in form of strategy adaptation in accordance with the specific characteristics of their brand communities. The main objective of the proposed approach is to support the process of social media monitoring and adaptive management of companies' SMM efforts, i.e. fine-tuning of the initially established SMM strategies based on the obtained results. This in turn should result with increase in the level of engagement and participation in brand communities on social media platforms. Since (1) engagement in brand communities on social media can be seen as a form of WOM marketing, where each undertaken action, such as like or share, supports the idea of spreading the marketing message, and (2) WOM was proven to be a successful toll for increasing sales (Adjei et al. 2010; Bagozzi and Dholakia 2006; Buttle 1998; Duana et al. 2008) , increasing the engagement on SMM platforms should lead towards the ultimate goal of a company, i.e. obtaining greater revenue. In order to illustrate the practical application of the proposed methods, we presented the results obtained from a case study of a Facebook brand page. We discussed the value these results bring for marketing practitioners from the perspective of planning the SMM strategies:
• User analysis provides the possibility to categorize and measure the level of user's activities. It also shows that there is a negative correlation between the level of interaction and the community size and points out to the fact that with time the moderator becomes a central figure who drives the interaction between community members. In addition, it reveals the ''superfans'' which opens an opportunity for targeted marketing. Finally, demographics can be used as an indication of the brand's demographics, but also to adjust the tone of the conversation to the known participants on this communication medium.
• UGC analysis of the posts shared by users shows clearly what types of questions and comments require responses from the moderator. In addition, it indicates a need for ''board of experts'' to enable prompt answers to the users as expected on SN platforms. Continuous analysis can be used to fine-tune the assignment of experts which will reduce the impact of missing initial preparations, by learning the true requirements as needed. Finally, by listening to the conversation, a company could gather ideas for new products and services which are perceived as needed by users themselves.
• Engagement analysis shows clear evidence that it is possible to increase the level of interaction by carefully planning the posting strategy. Apart from revealing the media types and content categories of posts that attract the majority of the users, it provides the possibility to plan the posting frequency based on the estimated interaction duration.
• Benchmarking provides an alternative view on a brand's efforts with SMM by monitoring the competition or leading brand sites. For this, gathering data from related brand pages can provide valuable data against which to benchmark the brand's efforts, and they can be used to identify successful brand pages whose moderating style or practices can be emulated. This paper demonstrated that by following a structured process a company's brand page can be systematically evaluated. Setting measurement criteria, gathering data and analysis at set intervals will allow a company to monitor and improve their SMM efforts. The paper's academic contribution consists of presenting a new evaluation framework for social media brand presence, a detailed discussion on the related analysis methods and the relevance of the results gained through their utilization for the SMM strategies. As such, it contributes to the emerging field of SMM, but also to the field of SNs-by addressing the problem of utilization of SNs in the context of companies, as well as to the field of brand communities-by providing insights into the characteristics of brand communities created on Facebook.
Limitations and future work
The framework and results presented in this paper are subject to two main limitations which in turn open opportunities for future research. First, the concepts presented in this paper are limited to the selection of Facebook as a platform for social media marketing, and second, the evaluation of the proposed framework is based on a single case study from the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) domain.
The selection of Facebook as underlying platform was based on the fact that Facebook is currently the largest social media platform, and as such it is considered as the most appealing SMM platform by practitioners. Though the used terminology reflects this choice of social media platform, it is important to note, that the concepts such as brand community, fans, i.e. brand community members, social connections and interactions, moderation and engagement, are basic to any SN. Thus the proposed framework is generic enough to be translated to other existing or future SN platforms which provide possibility for creation of online brand communities and support the B2C interactions based on WOM principles, such as Twitter, Google?, etc. The main difference to be considered is the data collection process, which will differ for different social media platforms. Thus, building a system that has a modular architecture, such that additional modules for data collection can be added, is the next step to be undertaken. It should be noted that the possibility to collect the data depends on the availability of the official API provided by the SN platform provider, i.e. if the API is available, such as in the case of Twitter, then the adaptation of the proposed framework would be an easy step which would consist of the API implementation. Still, if no API is provided, such as in the case of the emerging SN Pinterest, then the process of data collection would be a complex one which should involve data crawling, or even impossible, depending on the settings of the underlying platform.
Moreover, the concepts presented in this paper represent a snapshot corresponding to the currently available marketing and engagement possibilities on Facebook. Future changes might result in additional engagement possibilities, content types, etc. These might also influence the dialog lead between the companies and consumers on Facebook brand pages, thus posing new questions to be addressed. In addition, differences in the engagement possibilities and content characteristics could also appear between different social media platforms. Thus to enable automatic and continuous evaluation, the proposed system should also provide the possibility to select and configure the available engagement modes and specific content characteristics relevant for the selected social media platform.
The selection of a case study approach for evaluation was based on the possibility to establish collaboration with an industry partner which provided: (1) insights into the challenges and questions faced upon practitioners when trying to integrate social media into their marketing communication, and (2) access to the complete usage data of their Facebook brand page, i.e. data available through the Facebook Insights platform. In order to generalize the obtained results and investigate the potential differences across different industry domains, similar studies need to be conducted over larger number of brand pages, which correspond to different product or service types.
Finally, an important issue of the proposed framework is evaluation of its computational and organizational complexities. The computational complexity should be addressed as a sum of complexities for individual computational steps included in the framework which are based on well established methods and algorithms. Still, as already discussed in Sect. 4, certain steps which are conducted through manual analysis should be further refined and replaced with automated processes which would significantly simplify the practical application of the proposed methods. This in particular applies to the content classification, where evaluation of the existing text mining techniques should be performed in order to select those which yield satisfactory results. Once this goal is achieved, a formal evaluation of the computational complexity can be conducted. It should be noted that for most of the proposed methods there are existing tools, for example for statistical or social network analysis, which are already optimized for complex analysis over large datasets. In addition, practical application of the proposed framework would allow for estimation of the organizational complexity, in particular for integration of the proposed framework in the company's structure and processes.
